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Abstract

Compared to query-based black-box attacks, transfer-based black-box attacks do not require any information of the attacked models, which ensures their secrecy. However, most existing transfer-based approaches rely on ensembling multiple models to boost the attack transferability, which is time- and resource-intensive, not to mention the difficulty of obtaining diverse models on the same task. To address this limitation, in this work, we focus on the single-model transfer-based black-box attack on object detection, utilizing only one model to achieve a high-transferability adversarial attack on multiple black-box detectors. Specifically, we first make observations on the patch optimization process of the existing method and propose an enhanced attack framework by slightly adjusting its training strategies. Then, we analogize patch optimization with regular model optimization, proposing a series of self-ensemble approaches on the input data, the attacked model, and the adversarial patch to efficiently make use of the limited information and prevent the patch from overfitting. The experimental results show that the proposed framework can be applied with multiple classical base attack methods (e.g., PGD and MIM) to greatly improve the black-box transferability of the well-optimized patch on multiple mainstream detectors, meanwhile boosting white-box performance. Our code is available at https://github.com/VDIGPKU/T-SEA.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer vision, deep learning-based object detectors are being widely applied to many aspects of our lives, many of which are highly related to our personal safety, including autonomous driving and intelligent security. Unfortunately, recent works [16, 19, 34, 37] have proved that adversarial examples can successfully disrupt the detectors in both digital and physical domains, posing a great threat to detector-based applications. Hence, the mechanism of adversarial examples on detectors should be further explored to help us improve the robustness of detector-based AI applications.

In real scenes, attackers usually cannot obtain the details of the attacked model, so black-box attacks naturally receive more attention from both academia and industry.
Generally speaking, black-box adversarial attacks can be classified into 1) query-based and 2) transfer-based. For the former, we usually pre-train an adversarial perturbation on the white-box model and then fine-tune it via the information from the target black-box model, assuming we can access the target model for free. However, frequent queries may expose the attack intent, weakening the covertness of the attack. Contrarily, transfer-based black-box attacks utilize the adversarial examples’ model-level transferability to attack the target model without querying and ensure the secrecy of the attack. Thus, how to enhance the model-level transferability is a key problem of transfer-based black-box attacks. Most existing works apply model ensemble strategies to enhance the transferability among black-box models, however, finding proper models for the same task is not easy and trading adversarial patch on multiple models is laborious and costly. To address these issues, in this work, we focus on how to enhance the model-level transferability with only one accessible model instead of model ensembling.

Though the investigation of adversarial transferability is still in its early stage, the generalizability of neural networks has been investigated for a long time. Intuitively, the association between model optimization and patch optimization can be established by shifting of formal definitions. Given the input pair of data \( x \in \mathcal{X} \), and label \( y \in \mathcal{Y} \), the classical model learning is to find a parametric model \( f_0 \) such that \( f_0(x) = y \), while learning an adversarial patch treats the model \( f_0 \), the original optimization target, as a fixed input to find a hypothesis \( h \) of parametric patch \( \tau \) to corrupt the trained model such that \( h_\tau(f_\theta, x) \neq y \). Hence, it is straightforward to analogize patch optimization with regular model optimization. Motivated by the classical approaches for increasing model generalization, we propose our Transfer-based Self-Ensemble Attack (T-SEA), ensembling the input \( x \), the attacked model \( f_\theta \), and the adversarial patch \( \tau \) from themselves to boost the adversarial transferability of the attack.

Specifically, we first introduce an enhanced attack baseline based on [32]. Observing from Fig. 4 that the original training strategies have some limitations, we slightly adjust its learning rate scheduler and training patch scale to revise [32] as our enhanced baseline (E-baseline). Then, as shown in Fig. 1, motivated by input augmentation in model optimization (e.g., training data augmentation), we introduce the constrained data augmentation (data self-ensemble) and model ShakeDrop (model self-ensemble), virtually expanding the inputs of patch optimization (i.e., the input data \( x \) and the attacked model \( f \)) to increase the transferability of the patch against different data and models. Meanwhile, motivated by the dropout technique in model optimization, which utilizes sub-networks of the optimizing model to overcome overfitting and thus increasing model generalization, we propose patch cutout (patch self-ensemble), randomly performing cutout on the training patch \( \tau \) to overcome overfitting. Through comprehensive experiments, we prove that the proposed E-baseline and self-ensemble strategies perform very well on widely-used detectors with mainstream base attack methods (e.g., PGD [24], MIM [13]).

Our contributions can be summarized as the following:

- We propose a transfer-based black-box attack T-SEA, requiring only one attacked model to achieve a high adversarial transferability attack on object detectors.
- Observing the issues of the existing approach, we slightly adjust the training strategies to craft an enhanced baseline and increase its performance.
- Motivated by approaches increasing generalization of deep learning model, we propose a series of strategies to self-ensemble the input data, attacked model, and adversarial patch, which significantly increases the model-level adversarial transferability without introducing extra information.
- The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed T-SEA can greatly reduce the AP on multiple widely-used detectors on the black-box setting compared to the previous methods, while concurrently performing well with multiple base attack methods.

2. Related Work

2.1. Black-box Adversarial Attack

Since the discovery of adversarial attack by [31], black-box attacks have gradually attracted more attention, owing to the difficulty of obtaining details of the attacked model in real scenes. Black-box attack can be separated into query-based methods [5, 12, 21] and transfer-based methods [2, 20, 26]. The former utilizes the outputs of the target model to optimize the adversarial examples, which may disclose the attack behavior due to the frequent queries. Hence, in our work, we concentrate on the latter, optimizing adversarial examples in a substitute model without relying on any knowledge of the black-box models. Though the transfer-based attacks ensure the covertness of the attack, their performance is generally limited due to the lack of specialized adjustment catered to the target model. In this work, we propose the self-ensemble strategies to address the issue and greatly boost the black-box attack transferability of the existing transfer-based detector attack.

2.2. Object Detectors

Object detection is a fundamental computer vision technology predicting objects’ categories and positions and is widely used in many perception tasks. In the past ten years, deep learning-based models have greatly improved the performance of object detectors. The mainstream methods
based on deep learning can be roughly divided into one-staged and two-staged methods. The former directly predicts the positions and classes of the object instances and are thus faster; the latter first use the region proposal network (RPN) to generate proposals, and then predict the labels and positions of the selected proposals. In this paper, we select eight mainstream detectors of both one-stage and two-stage, including YOLO v2 [27], YOLO v3 & YOLO v3tiny [28], YOLO v4 & YOLO v4tiny [4], YOLO v5 [17], Faster R-CNN [29] and SSD [22] to systemically verify the proposed T-SEA framework.

### 2.3. Attacks on Object Detector

The security of deep learning-based models is receiving increasing attention [8, 9], especially with the existence of adversarial attacks. Recent works have explored adversarial robustness of object detectors. To begin, [37] apply adversarial attack on object detectors, performing iterative gradient-based method to misclassify the proposals, and the similar ideas are also carried out by [19, 34]. Ensuingly, for enhancing the attack capability in the physical world, [7, 32] propose real-world adversarial patches to attack the mainstream detectors, e.g., YOLO and Faster R-CNN. Recently, model ensemble approaches are used to improve the attack transferability among multiple detectors, such as [16, 35, 41] simultaneously attacking multiple detectors to generate cross-model adversarial examples. Different from the above, we focus on how to make the most of the limited information (i.e., a single detector) to carry out a high-transferability black-box attack on multiple black-box detectors.

### 3. Method

In this section, we first give the problem formulation in Sec. 3.1 and describe the overall framework in Sec. 3.2. Then, we respectively introduce the details of our enhanced baseline and self-ensemble strategies in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4.

#### 3.1. Problem Formulation

In this work, we carry out a transfer-based black-box attack with only one white-box detector to decrease the average precision (AP) of both white-box and black-box detectors. Given the target input data distribution \( D(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{F}) \), we regard a single pre-trained detector \( f_w \in \mathcal{F} \) as the white-box attacked model, \( x_1, \ldots, N \in \mathcal{X} \) as the input images, where \( N \) is the number of training samples. We are committed to crafting a universal adversarial patch \( \tau \) from the adversarial distribution \( \mathcal{F} \) to disrupt the detection process,

\[
\hat{\tau} = \arg\min_{\tau \sim \mathcal{F}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L(\tilde{x}_i, \tilde{f}_w, \tilde{\tau}) + \lambda J(\tau),
\]

where \( L \) is the loss function to measure the corruption of detector, \( \tilde{x}_i, \tilde{f}_w \) and \( \tilde{\tau} \) denote self-ensemble data, model and patch, respectively, and \( J(\cdot) \) is a regularization term which we employ total variation of \( \tau \) in our work.

#### 3.2. Overall Framework

As depicted in Fig. 2, we divide the entire T-SEA pipeline into training stage and attack stage. During the training stage, the input images are first augmented with the constrained data augmentation. Ensuingly, the white-box detector (i.e., the attacked detector) is used to locate the target objects from the augmented images. Then, we attach adversarial patches to the center of each detected object of the target class, along with patch cutout for mitigating overfitting. After that, the images with adversarial patches go through the shake-dropped models, and we minimize the object confidence and continuously optimize the training...
adversarial patches until reaching maximum epoch number. During the attack stage, we apply our well-optimized adversarial patch on the test images to disrupt the detection process of multiple black-box detectors.

3.3. Enhanced Baseline

In this section, we introduce the details of the enhanced baseline, which is described in Algorithm 1. Firstly, we randomly initialize a patch $\tau_0$, prepare the training images and attacked model $w$. During each training epoch, for every input image batch $X$, we first obtain their detection results via the white-box detector $f_w$. ENSI, we utilize the transformation function $T$ to apply the training patch into each image to generate adversarial image batch $X^{adv}$. Next, we calculate the object confidence of $X^{adv}$, and the attack loss of the image batch. Here we use $l_1$ loss as the attack loss, unless otherwise stated. Finally, we update the $\tau$ via base attack method $h$ and adjust the learning rate after each epoch until reaching the maximum number.

Algorithm 1 Enhanced Baseline Based on [32]

Require: $x_{1...N}$ (training images), $f_w$ (white-box detector), $M$ (maximum epoch), $BS$ (batch size), $\tau_0$ (the initial patch), $T$ (patch applier), $h$ (base attack method), scheduler (learning rate scheduler).

Ensure: Well-optimized Adversarial Patch $\tau$

1. $\tau \leftarrow \tau_0$
2. for $i \in [1, M]$ do
3. for $j \in [1, \frac{N}{BS}]$ do
4. $X \leftarrow x_{(j-1)BS+1}, \ldots, x_{jBS}$
5. $bbox_{clean}, conf_{clean} \leftarrow f_w(X)$
6. $X^{adv} \leftarrow T(X, bbox_{clean}, \tau)$
7. $bbox^{adv}, conf^{adv} \leftarrow f_w(X^{adv})$
8. $loss \leftarrow Avg(conf^{adv})$
9. $\tau \leftarrow h(\tau, loss)$
10. end for
11. update lr via scheduler
12. end for

Compared to AdvPatch [32], we slightly adjust two training strategies. One is the learning rate scheduler. We observe that a saddle point during patch optimization may lead the original plateau-based scheduler to drastically drop the learning rate, causing inadequate optimization. Hence, we adjust the learning rate decline strategy with the following criterion,

$$lr \leftarrow lr \times \mu, if \quad (l_t - l_{t-1}) < \epsilon_1 \quad and \quad \frac{(l_t - l_{t-1})}{l_t} < \epsilon_2,$$

where $\mu$ is the decay factor, $l_t$ denotes the mean loss at epoch $t$, $\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2$ are thresholds to control learning rate updates. In our experiments, we ensure that the learning rate decrease more stably via the above hyper-parameters. The other adjustment is to reduce the patch scale at training stage $s_t$. Here, the patch scale is the length ratio between the patch and the bounding box of the specific object. As Fig. 4 shows, a proper scale helps the optimized patch to learn more global patterns, which will not be disrupted easily when the patch is scaled, e.g., a local pattern will lose more information when its corresponding patch is scaled to a very small size.

3.4. Self-Ensemble Strategies

3.4.1 Theoretical Analysis

Typical model training usually attempts to find a mapping function $f$ from a finite hypothesis space $\mathcal{F}$ that describes the relationship between the input data $x$ and label $y$ following the underlying joint distribution $\mathcal{D}(X, Y)$. Generally, since $\mathcal{D}$ is unknown, we use training data set $S = \{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^N$ to train the model, which means the optimization involves the empirical risk minimization (ERM) [33]:

$$\hat{R}_S(f) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L(y_i, f(x_i)), \quad (3)$$

where $L$ is a loss function to measure the difference between the model prediction $f(x)$ and the label $y$. However, the empirical risk is unable to provide generalization on unseen data [40]. Fortunately, we can derive that the generalization error $R_D(f)$ is bounded by $\hat{R}_S(f)$ for a given confidence $1 - \sigma \in (0, 1)$ [3, 25],

$$\forall f \in \mathcal{F}, R_D(f) \leq \hat{R}_S(f) + \sqrt{\frac{\log c + \log \frac{1}{\sigma}}{N}}, \quad (4)$$

where $N$ denotes the input data size, $c$ is a complexity measure of $\mathcal{F}$, such as VC-dimension [25] or covering numbers [1]. This generally yields bounds of the generalization gap $R_D(f) - \hat{R}_S(f) = O(\sqrt{\frac{\log c}{N}})$, which gives us a lens to analyze model generalization: we can sample more training data or lower model complexity to help close the generalization gap. In practice, limited training data and large-scaled model parameters make the model prone to overfit [39], causing an undesirable generalization gap increase. Fortunately, past studies have widely adopted a series of regularization strategies on both input data and the model, such as data augmentation [11, 40, 42], Stochastic Depth [15], and Dropout [30].

Motivated by the aforementioned model regularization methods, we discuss how to improve attack transferability of the adversarial patch. During patch optimization, the model $f$ becomes an input instead of the optimization objective, which means the original input distribution
\( D(\mathcal{X}, Y) \) is shifted to a joint input distribution \( D(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{F}) \). Naturally, we can improve generalization of the adversarial patch by increasing training data scale \( N_{u.f} \), i.e. sampling more training images \( x \) and ensembling more white-box models \( f_{w} \). However, obtaining massive images or models of the same task is generally expensive or impractical for the attacker. To address this issue, we propose to virtually expand the input by data augmentation and model ShakeDrop to help improve patch transferability. Meanwhile, although the large-scale models have achieved superior performance in most tasks, these models still benefit from reducing model complexity at training stage like stochastic depth [15] and Dropout [30]. Thus we propose the patch cutout to reduce its capacity \( c_{T} \) in training process as a new regularization to alleviate overfitting.

### 3.4.2 Data: Constrained Data Augmentation

Motivated by data augmentation in increasing model generalization, we can similarly improve patch transferability by virtually expanding the training set \( S \) to more closely approximate the underlying distribution \( D \). Therefore, we employ a constrained policy to avoid unnatural augmentation which may not appear in natural scenes. In our work, we 1) mildly resize and crop the input images, 2) slightly alter the brightness, contrast, saturation and hue, and 3) randomly rotate the input images in a small range, to generate natural augmented images.

#### 3.4.3 Model: ShakeDrop

As discussed above, when training the patch, sampling more white-box models \( f \) from the joint input distribution \( D \) can improve the adversarial transferability of the crafted patch. However, it is difficult to obtain multiple models of the same task in reality. Inspired by stochastic depth [15], which randomly drops a subset of layers to virtually ensemble multiple model variants for improving generalization, we utilize ShakeDrop [38] to linearly combine the outputs of stacked layers and identity of a residual block, generating massive variants of the attacked white-box model as the Fig. 3 illustrated.

Specifically, in forward propagation, we combine the identity \( z_{l} \) and the output of stacked layers \( F(z_{l}) \) of a residual block to generate \( z_{l} \) with the following formula:

\[
 z_{L} = z_{l} + (\beta + \alpha - \beta \cdot \alpha) \cdot F(z_{l}),
\]

where \( \beta \) is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with \( P(\beta = 1) = \varphi_{*} \), \( \alpha \) is sampled from a continuous uniform distribution \( \alpha \sim U(1 - e, 1 + e) \) (\( e \) is a constant). In backward propagation, denoting the loss function as \( \mathcal{E} \), from the chain rule of backpropagation, ShakeDrop can be formulated as

\[
 \psi(\frac{\partial \mathcal{E}}{\partial z_{l}}) = \psi(\frac{\partial \mathcal{E}}{\partial z_{L}} \cdot \frac{\partial z_{L}}{\partial z_{l}}) = \frac{\partial \mathcal{E}}{\partial z_{L}} (1 + (\gamma + \alpha - \gamma \cdot \alpha) \cdot \frac{\partial F}{\partial z_{l}}),
\]

where \( \gamma \) is another Bernoulli variable and identically distributed with \( \beta \).

### 3.4.4 Patch: Cutout

Dropout [30] is designed to randomly drop neural units along with their connections, effectively preventing overfitting of the model. Inspired by Dropout, we propose a patch cutout strategy, randomly masking a region of the adversarial patch to reduce the patch complexity at training stage and thus to prevent overfitting on specific model and data. From another angle, model Dropout prevents excessive co-adapting of neural units and spread out features over multi neurons to alleviate overfitting. Similarly, patch cutout also prevents the adversarial nature of patch from relying too much on the patterns of a certain area.

The proposed patch cutout is similar to cutout [11] or random erasing [42] in model training. Specifically, for a normalized input image \( I_{x,y} \in [0, 1] \) of size \( H \times W \), we carry out the following process with a probability \( \varphi_{c} \), before attaching patches to the target objects: 1) we firstly conduct random sampling to obtain one point \( p = (x_{0}, y_{0}) \) within the given patch; 2) then we cover a \( \eta H \times \eta W \) square area(\( \eta \) is the ratio) centered at \( p \) with a specific value \( \eta \in [0, 1] \).

## 4. Experiment

In this section, we first introduce the implementation details in Sec. 4.1. Then, we present the main results of T-SEA in Sec. 4.2, reporting its performance on different detectors and attack methods. After that, we compare the proposed method with other state-of-the-art detection attack algorithms in Sec. 4.3 and perform the ablation study.
Table 1. Comparisons between T-SEA and AdvPatch [32]. We attack each detector separately and use the remaining seven detectors as the black-box detectors. The proposed T-SEA performs much better than [32] on both white-box setting and black-box setting, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed self-ensemble strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>YOLO v2</th>
<th>YOLO v3</th>
<th>YOLO v3tiny</th>
<th>YOLO v4</th>
<th>YOLO v4tiny</th>
<th>YOLO v5</th>
<th>Faster R-CNN</th>
<th>SSD</th>
<th>Black-Box Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>40.26</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>48.49</td>
<td>24.44</td>
<td>43.38</td>
<td>39.27</td>
<td>41.28</td>
<td>36.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>20.55</td>
<td>9.16 (27.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>51.85</td>
<td>13.89</td>
<td>51.17</td>
<td>57.16</td>
<td>58.43</td>
<td>70.47</td>
<td>51.46</td>
<td>59.79</td>
<td>57.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>31.02</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>35.38</td>
<td>42.37</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>58.02</td>
<td>37.62</td>
<td>52.26</td>
<td>40.28 (16.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>56.02</td>
<td>66.12</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>69.64</td>
<td>51.56</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>56.61</td>
<td>60.73</td>
<td>61.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>38.85</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>52.75</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>61.18</td>
<td>49.12</td>
<td>55.44</td>
<td>47.93 (13.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>37.41</td>
<td>37.18</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>19.67</td>
<td>26.91</td>
<td>46.37</td>
<td>44.67</td>
<td>43.07</td>
<td>36.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>47.41</td>
<td>59.59</td>
<td>37.14</td>
<td>66.48</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>69.51</td>
<td>55.95</td>
<td>55.22</td>
<td>55.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>37.69</td>
<td>44.98</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>51.14</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>51.37</td>
<td>46.06</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>42.35 (13.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>54.93</td>
<td>29.20</td>
<td>62.16</td>
<td>46.15</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>47.71</td>
<td>50.73</td>
<td>48.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>11.61</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>32.53</td>
<td>17.55</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>30.78</td>
<td>19.59 (28.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>24.53</td>
<td>23.37</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>26.54</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>30.46</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>26.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>26.46</td>
<td>10.91 (15.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td>62.93</td>
<td>52.03</td>
<td>66.22</td>
<td>49.07</td>
<td>51.19</td>
<td>47.42</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>51.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>17.38</td>
<td>28.54</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>19.29 (32.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparisons of T-SEA and AdvPatch with Different Base Attack Methods on YOLO v5 (white-box). We select five classical base attack methods, including optimization-based methods (Adam and SGD) and iterative methods (MIM, BIM and PGD). The results show that T-SEA can enhance the performance of all these methods and performs much better than AdvPatch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>White Box ↓</th>
<th>Black-Box Avg ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>48.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>19.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>55.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>15.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>11.91</td>
<td>33.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>15.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>32.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>19.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdvPatch</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>38.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SEA(ours)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>18.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparisons of T-SEA and AdvPatch across the datasets and scenes in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.

in Sec. 4.4. Finally, we show the transferability of T-SEA across the datasets and scenes in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.

4.1. Implementation Details

Datasets In our experiments, we utilize the INRIA person dataset [10] to train and test our adversarial patch, whose training set and test set consist of 614 and 288 images, respectively. Meanwhile, to verify the transferability of the crafted patch, we select images containing persons from COCO validation set (named COCO-person) and CCTV Footage of Humans* (named CCTV-person) as additional test data. The former contains 1684 human images in different scenes (e.g., sports playground, transportation routes, oceans and forests) and the latter contains 559 person images from camera footage.

Optimization Details We use INRIA train set as the training set and regard person as the target attack class. The patch size is 300 × 300, the input image size is 416 × 416, the batch size BS = 8, and the maximum epoch number M = 1000. For the E-baseline, we adjust the training patch scale from 0.2 in AdvPatch [32] to 0.15, set \(c_1 = 1e - 4, c_2 = 1e - 4\) for the learning rate scheduler, and adopt the Adam [18] as the optimizer. For constrained data augmentation, we carry out constrained data augmentation via horizontal flip, slight color jitter, random resized crop, and random rotation; for model ShakeDrop, the constant \(e\) is set to 1 so that \(\alpha \sim U(0, 2)\), and we perturb the model with the probability of \(\varphi_s = 0.5\); for patch cutout, we set the fill value of the erased area \(k = 0.5\), the ratio \(\eta = 0.4\), and the probability \(\varphi_c = 0.9\).

Evaluation Metric Following [14, 32], we use the Average Precision (AP) to measure the attack capability of the crafted patch (the lower AP, the better attack) and regard the detector’s predictions of the clean data as the ground truth (i.e., \(AP = 1\)).

*https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/constantinwerner/human-detection-dataset

\[\text{Black-Box Avg} = \frac{\text{White Box} + \text{Black Box}}{2}\]
Table 3. Comparisons with Existing Detection Attack Methods. For clearer controlled observations, we list the results of gray, random noise, and white patch. Compared with existing methods, T-SEA achieves the best performance on both white-box and black-box attack.

Table 4. Ablation Study of Self-Ensemble Strategies on YOLO v5 (white-box). Each self-ensemble strategy is added to the E-baseline to verify its individual performance gain. The results show that: 1) though using data augmentation alone degrades the white-box performance, all strategies can obviously improve the black-box performance of E-baseline; 2) combining all achieves non-trivial results on both white-box and black-box setting.

4.2. Main Results

4.2.1 Results on Different Attacked Models

We systematically investigate attack performance of the proposed T-SEA on eight widely-used object detectors, and report the quantitative results in Tab. 1. Since T-SEA is improved based on AdvPatch [32], we also report the results of AdvPatch. The proposed T-SEA achieves significant improvements on both white-box and black-box performance of all eight detectors compared to [32], demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed strategies. Meanwhile, for some white-box detectors (e.g., YOLO v2), the black-box average AP can drop to around 10, exhibiting effective black-box performance of T-SEA.

4.2.2 Results of Different Attack Methods

T-SEA is not designed only for a specific base attack method; it is important for T-SEA to perform well on different base attack methods. In Tab. 2, we give the detailed results of T-SEA with different base attack methods on YOLO v5, which includes the optimization-based methods (e.g., Adam and SGD) and iterative methods (e.g., MIM, BIM and PGD). The results show that the proposed T-SEA can improve both white-box and black-box attack performance on all methods above, demonstrating that the performance gain caused by T-SEA is not limited to a specific method. That is to say, T-SEA may potentially work well with future base attack methods to further increase the transferability of their crafted adversarial patch.

4.3. Comparison with SOTA Methods

In this section, we compare T-SEA with the SOTA detection attack approaches, which all regard the YOLO v2 as the white-box model and evaluate on seven black-box detectors, and we also report the results of gray/random noise/white patches as control group. As reported on Tab. 3, 1) all adversarial patch performs much better than the control group; 2) our E-baseline and T-SEA achieve the highest performance among all adversarial approaches with the same inference setting (i.e., we ensure the perturbed area is same for each method), showing that compared to the existing single model attack method, the training strategies adjustment and self-ensemble strategies can effectively enhance the attack capability on both white-box and black-box of the crafted adversarial patch.

4.4. Ablation Study

4.4.1 Training Strategies Adjustment

Here we explore the performance gain from the training strategies adjustments. As discussed in the Sec. 3.3, we modify the learning rate scheduler and training patch scale of [32]. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the modified training scale can reduce the AP in test set more quickly and effectively, and the crafted patch has clearer adversarial patterns. The adjusted scheduler can also lead the detection loss to decrease more, and can be further combined with the modified training scale to achieve a better result.

4.4.2 Self-Ensemble Strategies

In this work, we are motivated by model training approaches that enhance generalization ability, and we propose self-ensemble strategies on the input data, the attacked
Figure 4. The improvements after adjusting learning rate scheduler (tagged as PlateauLR†) and patch scale at training stage. A small patch scale during training will cause the test AP to drop lower and faster, and the adjusted PlateauLR† can also cause the detection loss to further decrease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>White Box</th>
<th>Black Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COCO-person</td>
<td>AdvPatch [32]</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>52.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-SEA</td>
<td>37.28</td>
<td>38.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTV-person</td>
<td>AdvPatch [32]</td>
<td>38.07</td>
<td>34.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-SEA</td>
<td>38.71</td>
<td>19.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The Cross Datasets Transferability of T-SEA on YOLO v5 (white-box). Compared to the [32], the adversarial patch crafted by T-SEA has much stronger attack adaptability on person images from different datasets.

model, and the training patch, greatly augmenting adversarial transferability from themselves. Here we individually inspect the proposed strategies on our E-baseline (YOLO v5 as white-box detector) to explore the impact of each strategy. As reported in Tab. 4, though the constrained data augmentation will slightly decrease the white-box performance (other two strategies both improve the white-box performance), all these self-ensemble strategies increase the black-box results separately, and combining them can achieve the best performance.

4.5. Cross-Dataset Verification

The capability of performing cross-dataset attack is also significant for a well-optimized patch. Here, we apply the INRIA-trained patch on two different datasets, COCO-person and CCTV-person. Compared to INRIA, COCO-person has much more person images on different scenes, while CCTV-person focus on persons from the security camera. As shown in Tab. 5, the patch crafted by T-SEA achieves comparable results on the white-box setting with the AdvPatch, but obtains a much better black-box attack capability on both COCO-person and CCTV-person, indicating its strong black-box cross-data attacking capability.

4.6. Physical Verification

Although applying the patch attack in the physical world is not the main goal of our work, we believe the optimized patch that has high transferability may perform well in physical settings. Here we show a simple case in Fig. 5 that the patch shown on a iPad can successfully attack the human detection of YOLO v5 and SSD, without disrupting the detection process of other objects.

5. Future Work

Since most existing mainstream detectors are CNN-based, we focus on applying the self-ensemble strategies on these detectors in this work. However, the transformer-based detectors [6, 23] are achieving promising results, and the proposed model ShakeDrop can not directly applied on transformers (the others can), we will follow the motivation of designing the model ShakeDrop, to propose new approach and generate variants of transformer-based detector.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel transfer-based self-ensemble black-box attack on object detectors, achieving stable and excellent performance gains with various base attack methods on multiple popular object detectors. Firstly, with only slight training strategy adjustments, we improve the existing method’s performance and regard it as our enhanced baseline. Then, based on this baseline, we propose a series of self-ensemble strategies to augment the input data, the attacked model, and the training patch from itself to significantly enhance the adversarial transferability of the optimized patch on black-box detectors. The comprehensive experimental results reveal the potential risk that an attacker with only one model could still succeed in a high transferability black-box attack.
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